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Abstra t
Golle, Zhong, Boneh, Jakobsson, and Juels [10℄ re ently presented a
very eÆ ient mix-net, that they laim to be both robust, and se ure.
We present four pra ti al atta ks for their mix-net, and break both
its priva y and robustness. Ea h atta k exploits and illustrates a
separate weakness of the proto ol.
The rst atta k breaks the priva y of any given sender without
orrupting any mix-server. The se ond atta k requires that the rst
mix-server is orrupted. Both atta ks are adaptations of the \relation
atta k" introdu ed by P tzmann [26, 25℄.
The third atta k is similar to the atta k of Desmedt and Kurusawa
[4℄ and breaks the priva y of all senders, and robustness. It requires
that all senders are honest, and that the last mix-server is orrupted.
The fourth atta k is novel and breaks the priva y of any given
sender. It requires that the rst and last mix-servers are orrupted.
This atta k breaks also \Flash Mix" by Jakobsson [15℄, in luding
the xed version given by Mitomo and Kurosawa [19℄.
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Golle, Zhong, Boneh, Jakobsson, and Juels [10℄ re ently presented a very eÆ ient mix-net, that they laim to be both robust, and
se ure. We present four pra ti al atta ks for their mix-net, and break
both its priva y and robustness. Ea h atta k exploits and illustrates a
separate weakness of the proto ol.
The rst atta k breaks the priva y of any given sender without orrupting any mix-server. The se ond atta k requires that the rst mix-server
is orrupted. Both atta ks are adaptations of the \relation atta k" introdu ed by P tzmann [26, 25℄.
The third atta k is similar to the atta k of Desmedt and Kurusawa [4℄
and breaks the priva y of all senders, and robustness. It requires that all
senders are honest, and that the last mix-server is orrupted.
The fourth atta k is novel and breaks the priva y of any given sender.
It requires that the rst and last mix-servers are orrupted. This atta k
breaks also \Flash Mix" by Jakobsson [15℄, in luding the xed version
given by Mitomo and Kurosawa [19℄.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The notion of a mix-net was invented by Chaum [2℄, and further developed by
a number of people. Properly onstru ted a mix-net enables a set of senders to
send messages anonymously. A mix-net an be viewed as an ele troni analog of
a tombola; messages are put into envelopes, the envelopes are mixed, and nally
opened. It is impossible to tell who sent any given message.
Informally the requirements on a mix-net are: orre tness, priva y, robustness, availability, and eÆ ien y. Corre tness implies that the result is orre t
given that all mix-servers are honest. Priva y implies that if a xed minimum
number of mix-servers are honest priva y of the sender of a message is ensured.
Robustness implies that if a xed number of mix-servers are honest, then any
attempt to heat is dete ted, and defeated. Availability and eÆ ien y are the
general requirements on any system run on an open network.
A mix-net onsists of a number of mix-servers, i.e. servers, that olle tively
exe ute a proto ol. The basi idea of a mix-net is that ea h mix-server re eives a
list of en rypted messages, transforms them, using partial de ryption or random
re-en ryption, reorders them, and then outputs the transformed and reordered

list. It should be diÆ ult to nd an element in the input list, and an element
in the output list that en rypts the same message. The use of several mixservers allows a sender to trust a subset of the mix-servers to ensure priva y.
Later onstru tions have mostly dealt with robustness, availability and eÆ ien y,
whi h are aspe ts ignored by Chaum.

1.1 Previous Work and Appli ations of Mix-Nets
The mixing paradigm has been used to a omplish priva y in many di erent
s enarios. Chaum's original \anonymous hannel" [2, 22℄ enables a sender to
se urely send mail to a re eiver anonymously, and also to se urely re eive mail
from this re eiver without revealing the sender's identity. When onstru ting
ele tion s hemes [2, 7, 24, 27, 21℄ the mix-net is used to ensure that the vote of
a given voter an not be revealed. Also in the onstru tion of ele troni ash
systems [14℄ mix-nets have been used to ensure priva y. Thus a mix-net is a
useful primitive in onstru ting ryptographi proto ols.
Abe gives an eÆ ient onstru tion of a general mix-net [1℄, and argues about
its properties. Jakobsson has written (partly with Juels) a number of more general papers on the topi of mixing [13, 15, 16℄ also fo using on eÆ ien y, of whi h
the rst appeared at the same time as Abe's onstru tion.
There has been a breakthrough in the onstru tion of zero-knowledge proofs
of a orre t shue re ently. Furukawa and Sako [8℄, and Ne [20℄ respe tively
have both found eÆ ient ways to design su h proofs.
A promising approa h to pra ti al mixing is given by Golle et al. [10℄. They
ombine a robustness test based partly on work by Jakobsson and Juels, with
the notion of \double enveloping". The latter notion is introdu ed independently
by Wikstrom [32℄, ex ept that he uses di erent keys for the two layers, and a
proof of knowledge of the inner most leartext.
Desmedt and Kurosawa [4℄ des ribe an atta k on a proto ol by Jakobsson
[13℄. Similarly Mitomo and Kurosawa [19℄ exhibit a weakness in another proto ol
by Jakobsson [15℄. P tzmann has given some general atta ks on mix-nets [26,
25℄, and Mi hels and Horster give additional atta ks in [18℄.

2 Review of \Optimisti Mixing for Exit-Polls"
We present a short review of the relevant parts of the proto ol of Golle et al.
[10℄. The des ription given here is as lose as possible to the original, but we
avoid details irrelevant to our atta ks, and hange some notation to simplify the
exposition of the atta ks. For details we refer the reader to [10℄.

2.1 Parti ipants and Setup
The proto ol assumes the existen e of a bulletin board on whi h ea h parti ipant
has a dedi ated area on whi h only she an write. No parti ipant an erase
anything on the bulletin board, but all parti ipants an read read everything.
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The parti ipants of the proto ol are N senders, and a relatively small number
of mix-servers, M1 ; : : : ; Mk . Ea h sender en rypts its message, and writes it on
the bulletin board. The mix-servers then exe ute the mix-net proto ol.
The proto ol employs an El Gamal [6℄ ryptosystem in a subgroup GQ of
prime order Q of the multipli ative group modulo a prime P , i.e. ZP . A private
key x is generated by hoosing x 2 ZQ uniformly and independently at random.
The orresponding publi key is (g; y ), where g is a generator of GQ , and y =
gx. En ryption of a message m 2 GQ using the publi key (g; y) is given by
E(g;y) (m; r) = (gr ; yr m), where r is hosen uniformly at random from ZQ, and
de ryption of a ryptotext on the form (u; v ) = (g r ; y r m) using the private key
x is given by Dx(u; v) = u xv = m. The El Gamal system also has the reen ryptability1 property, i.e. given (u; v ) and the publi key (g; y ), anybody
an
r0 u; y r0 v ) =
\update"
the
randomness
used
in
the
en
ryption
of
m
,
by
forming
(
g
0
0
(g r+r ; y r+r m) = E(g;y) (m; r + r0 ).
In the setup stage ea h mix-server Mj is somehow given a random xj 2 ZQ,
and yl = g xl for l 6= j . The value xj is also shared with the other mix-servers
using a threshold veri able se ret sharing (VSS) s heme2 . Thus, if any mix-server
Mj is deemed to be heating the other mix-servers an veri able re onstru t its
private key xj . The mix-servers an also ompute y = kj=1 yj , whi h gives a
joint publi key (g; y ), with se ret orresponding private key x = kj=1 xj .
A pra ti al advantage of the mix-net is that it an be used to exe ute several
mix-sessions using the same set of keys, i.e. the El Gamal keys are not hanged
between mix-sessions. To be able to do this the proofs of knowledge below are
bound to a mix-session identi er id that is unique to the urrent mix-session.

Q

P

2.2 Sending a Message to the Mix-Net
A typi al honest sender, Ali e, omputes the following to send a message m to
the mix-net:
(u; v ) = E(g;y) (m); w = h(u; v ); and
= [E(g;y) (u); E(g;y) (v ); E(g;y) (w)℄ = [(1 ; 2 ); (1 ; 2 ); (!1 ; !2 )℄ ;

where h : f0; 1g ! GQ is a hash fun tion modeled by a random ora le. Then
Ali e omputes a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge id (u; v; w), in the random
ora le model of u, v and w, that depends on the urrent mix-session identi er
id. Finally Ali e writes ( ; id (u; v; w)) on the bulletin board.

2.3 Exe ution of the Mix-Net
First the mix-servers remove any dupli ate inputs to the mix-net, and dis ard
input tuples that ontain omponents not in the subgroup GQ . Then the mixservers dis ard all input tuples where the proof of knowledge is not valid for
1
2

Related terms are \homomorphi property", or \malleability property".
Golle et al. [10℄ dis uss di erent variants for sharing keys, but we hoose to present
a simple variant, sin e it has no impa t on our atta ks.
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the urrent mix-session. Let L0 = f[(a0;i ; b0;i ); ( 0;i ; d0;i ); (e0;i ; f0;i )℄gN
i=1 be the
resulting list of triples of El Gamal pairs. The mixing then pro eeds in the
following stages.

First Stage: Re-Randomization and Mixing. This step pro eeds as in

all re-randomization mix-nets based on El Gamal. One by one, the mix-servers
M1 ; : : : ; Mk randomize all the inputs and their order. (Note that the omponents
of triples are not separated from ea h other during the re-randomization.) In
addition, ea h mix-net must give a proof that the produ t of the plaintexts of
all its inputs equals the produ t of the plaintexts of all its outputs. The proto ol
pro eeds as follows.
1. Ea h mix-server Mj reads from the bulletin board the list Lj 1 output by
the previous mix-server.
2. The mix-server then hooses rji ; sji ; tji 2 ZQ, for i = 1; : : : ; N , randomly
and omputes the re-randomized list:

f[(gr aj
ji

1;i

; yrji bj

1;i

); (g sji

j

1;i

; ysji dj

1;i

); (g tji ej

1;i

; ytji fj

1;i

)℄gN
i=1 :

The above list of triples is then randomly permuted, and the resulting list:
Lj = f[(aj;i ; bj;i ); ( j;i ; dj;i ); (ej;i ; fj;i )℄gN
i=1 is written on the bulletin board.
3. De ne aj = N
a
,
and
de
ne
b
,
j
j , dj , ej , and fj orrespondingly.
i=1 j;i
The mix-server proves in zero-knowledge that logg aj =aj 1 = logy bj =bj 1 ,
logg j = j 1 = logy dj =dj 1 , and logg ej =ej 1 = logy fj =fj 1 . This implies
that Dx (aj ; bj ) = Dx (aj 1 ; bj 1 ), and similarly for the pairs ( j ; dj ) and
(ej ; fj ), i.e. the omponent-wise produ t of the inner triples remain unhanged by the mix-server.

Q

P

Remark 1. Sin e logy bj =bj 1 = logg aj =aj 1 = N
i=1 rji , and Mj knows the
latter sum, the proof in step 3) an be implemented by a zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge in the random ora le model, and similarly for the pairs ( j ; dj ),
and (ej ; fj ). Su h proofs are similar to S hnorr signatures [28℄, and presented in
several papers, e.g. Jakobsson [13℄.

Se ond Stage: De ryption of the Inputs.
1. A quorum of mix-servers jointly de rypt ea h triple of iphertexts in Lk to
produ e a list L on the form L = f(ui ; vi ; wi )gN
i=1 . Sin e the method used to
do this is irrelevant to our atta ks, we do not present it here.
2. All triples for whi h wi = h(ui ; vi ) are alled valid.
3. Invalid triples are investigated a ording to the pro edure des ribed below.
If the investigation proves that all invalid triples are benign (only senders
heated), we pro eed to Step 4. Otherwise, the de ryption is aborted, and
we ontinue with the ba k-up mixing.
4. A quorum of mix-servers jointly de rypt the iphertexts (ui ; vi ) for all valid
triples. This su essfully on ludes the mixing. The nal output is de ned
as the set of plaintexts orresponding to valid triples.
4

Spe ial Step: Investigation of Invalid Triples. The mix-servers must reveal the path of ea h invalid triple through the various permutations. For ea h
invalid triple, starting from the last server, ea h server reveals whi h of its inputs orresponds to this triple, and how it re-randomized this triple. One of two
things may happen:

- Benign ase (only senders heated): if the mix-servers su essfully produ e all su h paths, the invalid triples are known to have been submitted by
users. The de ryption resumes after the invalid triples have been dis arded.
- Serious ase (one or more servers heated): if one or more servers fail
to re reate the paths of invalid triples, these mix-servers are a used of heating and repla ed, and the mix-net terminates produ ing no output. In this
ase, the inputs are handed over to the ba k-up mixing pro edure below.

Ba k-Up Mixing. The outer-layer en ryption of the inputs posted to the mixnet is de rypted by a quorum of mix-servers. The resulting list of inner-layer
iphertexts be omes the input to a standard re-en ryption mix-net based on El
Gamal (using, for example Ne 's s heme des ribed in [20℄). Then the output of
the standard mix-net is given as output by the mix-net.
lists f(u ; v )g 6= f(u0 ; v 0 )g su h that
QRemarkh(u2.; vIt)is=impossible
Q h(u0to; v0 ),ndiftwo
the produ t is interpreted in a group where
N
i=1

i

i

N
i=1

i

i

i

N
i=1

i

i

N
i=1

i

the dis rete logarithm problem is hard. This is stated as a theorem by Wagner3
[31℄, and appears as a lemma in Golle et al. [10℄.
Golle et al. [10℄ apply the lemma in a very lever way to provide robustness of
their proto ol. During the re-en ryption and mixing stage, ea h mix-server proves
in zero-knowledge that it leaves the omponent wise produ t ( ui ; vi ; wi ),
of the inner triples (ui ; vi ; wi ) un hanged, but individual triples may still be orrupted. Then invalid triples are tra ed ba k. This leaves only valid inner triples
in the output and the proofs of knowledge of ea h server is used to on lude
that the omponent wise produ t of these valid inner triples was left un hanged
by the mix-net. The lemma is then applied to on lude that the set of valid
triples in the output is identi al to the set of valid triples hidden in the double
en rypted input to the mix-net.
Unfortunately, our third atta k in Se tion 3.3, shows that it is possible to
heat without hanging the set of inner triples.

Q Q Q

3 The Atta ks
The goal of the adversary, who we in this paper all Eve, is to break the priva y
of our typi al honest sender Ali e, and heat without dete tion. Ea h of our
atta ks illustrates a separate weakness of the proto ol.
The rst two atta ks are adaptations of the \relation atta k", introdu ed
by P tzmann [26, 25℄, to the setting with double enveloping. The idea of the
3

Wagner redits Wei Dai with this observation.
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\relation atta k" is that to break the priva y of Ali e, Eve omputes a ryptotext
of a message related to Ali e's message. Then the mix-net is run as usual. The
output of the mix-net ontains two messages related in a way hosen by Eve.
Some relations let Eve determine the message sent by Ali e. The third atta k is
similar to the atta k of Desmedt and Kurosawa [4℄ in that it exploits intermediate
results of the proto ol and fools a \produ t test". The fourth atta k is novel.

3.1 First Atta k: Honest Mix-Servers
We show that the adversary Eve an break the priva y of the typi al sender Ali e.
All that is required is that Eve an send two messages to the mix-net, whi h is
a natural assumption in most s enarios. In the following we use the notation for
the ryptotext of Ali e introdu ed in Se tion 2.2. Eve does the following:
1. Eve hooses Æ and

randomly in ZQ, and omputes:

wÆ = h(Æ1 ; Æ2 );
w = h(1 ; 2 );

Æ

= (E(g;y) (Æ1 ); E(g;y) (Æ2 ); E(g;y) (wÆ )) ; and
= (E(g;y) (1 ); E(g;y) (2 ); E(g;y) (w )) :

Then Eve omputes orresponding proofs of knowledge id (Æ1 ; Æ2 ; wÆ ) and
id (1 ; 2 ; w ). This gives Eve two perfe tly valid pairs ( Æ ; id (Æ1 ; Æ2 ; wÆ )),
( ; id (1 ; 2 ; w )), that she sends to the bulletin board (possibly by orrupting two senders).
2. Eve waits until the mix-net has su essfully ompleted its exe ution. During the exe ution of the mix-net, the mix-servers rst jointly de rypt the
\outer layer" of the double en rypted messages. After benign tuples have
been removed, the result is a list of valid triples
((u1 ; v1 ; w1 ); : : : ; (uN ; vN ; wN )) :

(1)

The nal output of the mix-net is the result of de rypting ea h inner El
Gamal pair (ui ; vi ) and results in a list of leartext messages (m1 ; : : : ; mN ).
Æ=
nds
3. Eve omputes the list (m01 ; : : : ; m0N ) = (mÆ=
1 ; : : : ; mN ), and then
a pair (i; j ) su h that mi = m0j . From this she on ludes that with very
high probability mj = u . Then she omputes z = m1j = , and nds a triple
(ul ; vl ; wl ) in the list (1) su h that z = ul . Finally she on ludes that with
very high probability ml was the message sent by Ali e to the mix-net.
Remark 3. At additional omputational ost it suÆ es for Eve to send 2 messages to break the priva y of K senders. Suppose Eve wants to break the priva y also of Bob who sent m0 en rypted as (u0 ; v 0 ) = E(g;y) (m0 ), w0 = h(u0 ; v 0 ),
and 0 = [E(g;y) (u0 ); E(g;y) (v 0 ); E(g;y) (w0 )℄ = [(01 ; 02 ); (10 ; 20 ); (!10 ; !20 )℄. Then
Eve performs the atta k above with the hange that she starts with a single
pair (1 0 1 ; 2 0 2 ) for some randomly hosen  instead of the two distin t pairs
(1 ; 2 ), and (01 ; 02 ) that would have given two \unrelated" atta ks. The original third step of the atta k rst gives Eve z = u u0 . To nish the atta k she nds
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a pair (l; l0 ) su h that ul ul0 = z , and on ludes that with high probability Ali e
sent ml , and Bob sent ml0 . The approa h is generalized to higher dimensions
in the natural way, to break the priva y of several senders (K must learly be
reasonably sized).

Why the Atta k is Possible. The atta k exploits two di erent aws of the
proto ol. The rst is that the sender of a message, e.g. Ali e, proves only knowledge of the inner El Gamal pair (u; v ) and the hash value w = h(u; v ), and not
knowledge of the message m. The se ond aw is that identi al El Gamal keys
are used for both the inner and outer El Gamal system.
Anybody an ompute a single en rypted message (Æ1 ; Æ2 ) = (g rÆ ; y rÆ uÆ ) =
E(g;y) (uÆ ; rÆ) of a power uÆ of the rst omponent u of the inner El Gamal
pair (u; v ) of the triple sent by Ali e. Anybody an also ompute a proof of
knowledge of (Æ1 ; Æ2 ) and wÆ = h(Æ1 ; Æ2 ) (and similarly for (1 ; 2 ) and ! ).
The rst aw allows Eve to input triples of El Gamal pairs with su h proofs
of knowledge as input to the mix-net. The se ond aw allows Eve to use the
mix-net to de rypt (Æ1 ; Æ2 ), and thus get her hands on uÆ (and similarly for u ).
Eve an then identify (u; v ) as the inner El Gamal pair of Ali e, and break her
priva y.
3.2 Se ond Atta k: Di erent Keys and Corrupt Mix-Server
Suppose we hange the proto ol slightly by requiring that the mix-servers generate separate keys for the outer and inner El Gamal systems, to avoid the rst
atta k of Se tion 3.1. That is, we assume that there are two di erent key pairs
((g; yin ); xin ) and ((g; yout ); xout ), for the inner and outer El Gamal layers respe tively, and also assume that these keys has been shared similarly as the original
key pair ((g; y ); x). This is the type of double enveloping proposed by Wikstrom
[32℄. For the se ond atta k to su eed we need some additional assumptions.

Un lear Details and Additional Assumptions. We start by quoting Se tion

5, under \Setup." point 4 of Golle et al. [10℄, that presents the proof of knowledge

id (u; v; w) of the sender Ali e:

4. This proof of knowledge should be bound to a unique mix-session
identi er to a hieve se urity over multiple invo ations of the mix. Any
user who fails to give the proof is disquali ed, and the orresponding
input is dis arded.
If di erent keys are used for ea h mix-session then the above makes no sense,
sin e the proof of knowledge of u, v and w already depends on the publi key
of the outer El Gamal system. There is learly pra ti al value in not hanging
keys between mix-sessions.
We assume that the keys are not hanged between mix-sessions, even if a
mix-server is found to be heating. If a mix-server is found to be heating its
7

shared keys are instead re onstru ted by the remaining mix-servers using the
VSS-s heme, and in later mix-sessions the a tions of the heating mix-server are
performed either in the open (the details of this does not matter to our atta k).
Under these assumptions we an give an atta k on the proto ol.
The original paper of Golle et al. [10℄ does not expli itly say if the dis overy
of the orrupted mix-server results in a new exe ution of the key generation
proto ol. Apparently the intention of the authors is to let the remaining mixservers generate a new set of keys if any heating is dis overed [11℄.
The atta k is interesting even though this interpretation is not the one intended by the authors, sin e it shows the importan e of expli itly de ning all
details of proto ols, and highlights some issues with running several on urrent
mix-sessions using the same set of keys.

The Atta k. Apart from the above assumptions, the atta k only requires that

the rst mix-server in the mix- hain is orrupted. The atta k is employed during
two mix-sessions using the same keys, and the orrupted mix-server is identi ed
as a heater in the rst mix-session. In the following we des ribe the a tions of
Eve during the rst, and se ond mix-sessions, respe tively.
We assume that Ali e, and some other arbitrary
sender Bob, have sent inputs to the mix-net (and use the notation of Remark
3 for the input of Bob). Eve orrupts M1 . It then repla es and 0 with:
[Eyout (u); Eyout (v ); Eyout (w0 )℄, and [Eyout (u0 ); Eyout (v 0 ); Eyout (w)℄ respe tively, in
its input list, i.e. the third omponents of the two triples are shifted. Then Eve
for es M1 to simulate a ompletely honest mix-server on the resulting altered
N
0
list L00 = f[(a00;i ; b00;i ); ( 00;i ; d00;i ); (e00;i ; f00 ;i )℄gN
i=1 . Note that
i=1 a0;i = a0 , and
similarly for b0 , 0 , d0 , e0 , and f0 . Thus, the simulated honest mix-server outputs
perfe tly valid zero-knowledge proofs that the produ t of the inner triples are
un hanged.
At the end of the mixing the mix-servers verify the tuples, and dis over the
invalid tuples (u; v; w0 ) and (u0 ; v 0 ; w). These tuples are tra ed ba k all the way
to the rst mix-server, whi h is revealed as a heater. In this pro ess Eve is able
to link Ali e to (u; v ) (and Bob to (u0 ; v 0 )). Finally the honest mix-servers nish
the proto ol by using the general onstru tions based on the work by Ne [20℄
as in Golle et al. [10℄.

The First Mix-Session.

Q

The Se ond Mix-Session. To allow the mix-net to exe ute a se ond mixsession using the same set of keys, the heater's key is re onstru ted, and revealed
by a quorum of the mix-servers.
To determine the ontents of the El Gamal pair (u; v ), Eve waits for the
se ond mix-session using the same set of keys. Then she uses a \relation atta k"
[26, 25, 13℄ in the se ond mix-session to de rypt (u; v ), i.e. Eve does the following:

1. Eve hooses Æ and randomly in ZQ, and omputes:
wÆ = h(uÆ ; vÆ ), Æ = (Eyout (uÆ ); Eyout (vÆ ); Eyout (wÆ )), and
w = h(u ; v ), = (Eyout (u ); Eyout (v ); Eyout (w )).
8

Then Eve omputes orresponding proofs of knowledge id (uÆ ; v Æ ; wÆ ) and
id (u ; v ; w ). This gives Eve two perfe tly valid pairs ( Æ ; id (uÆ ; vÆ ; wÆ )),
( ; id (u ; v ; w )), that she sends to the bulletin board (possibly by or-

rupting two senders).
2. Eve waits until the mix-net has su essfully ompleted its exe ution. The
nal output of the mix-net is a list of leartext messages (m1 ; : : : ; mN ).
3. Note that mi = mÆ and mj = m for some i and j . Eve omputes Æ 1 mod
Æ=
Q, omputes the list (m01 ; : : : ; m0N ) = (mÆ=
1 ; : : : ; mN ), and nally nds a
pair (i; j ) su h that mi = m0j . Then she on ludes that with high probability
m1j = is the message sent by Ali e to the mix-net in the rst mix-session.
Remark 4. The atta k is easily generalized to break the priva y of several senders
by using a ir ular shift of the third omponents during the rst mix-session.
It is also easy to see that Remark 3 an be applied to redu e the number of
messages sent by Eve during the se ond mix-session.

Why the Atta k is Possible. The atta k exploits that the sender of a mes-

sage only proves knowledge of the inner triple (u; v; w). At the ost of dete ted
heating Eve nds a (u; v ) orresponding to Ali e, and then uses the se ond
mix-session as a de ryption ora le, and get her hands on m.

A Note on Con urrent Mix-Sessions. Ignoring the other atta ks, a simple

ountermeasure to the se ond atta k above, is to stipulate that if a heating
mix-server is identi ed, new keys must be generated for the next mix-session.
A disadvantage of this ountermeasure is that the mix-net an not be allowed
to exe ute several on urrent mix-sessions using the same keys. If one mix-session
is still re eiving messages while another mix-session dis overs a heating mixserver, the se ond atta k of Se tion 3.2 an still be applied. The problem is not
solved by running the ba k-up mix-net of Ne [20℄ on all mix-sessions using the
same keys at this point.
This problem of on urren y may seem a ademi , sin e in most ele tion s enarios it is not very umbersome to have di erent keys for ea h mix-session,
but in future appli ations of mix-nets it may be useful to run several on urrent
mix-sessions using the same keys.

3.3 Third Atta k: Honest Senders and Two Corrupt Mix-Servers
In this se tion we assume that all senders, and all mix-servers, ex ept the last
mix-server Mk , are honest. The last mix-server Mk is orrupted by the adversary
Eve, and performs the atta k. The atta k breaks both robustness and priva y.
To simplify notation we write L0 = f i gN
i=1 for the input list, where we de ne
i = [(a0;i ; b0;i ); ( 0;i ; d0;i ); (e0;i ; f0;i )℄ to be the tuple sent by sender Si . Instead
of following the proto ol, Mk pro eeds as follows in the rst stage.
1. It omputes the 6-tuple: (a0 ; b0 ; : : : ; f 0 ) = (ak 1 =a0 ; bk 1 =b0 ; : : : ; fk 1 =f0 ),
and the tuple 01 = [(a0 a0;1 ; b0 b0;1 ); ( 0 0;1 ; d0 d0;1 ); (e0 e0;1 ; f 0 f0;1 )℄.
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2. Then it forms the list L0k 1 = f 01 ; 2 ; : : : ; N g, i.e. a opy of L0 with the
rst tuple 1 repla ed by 01 .
3. When Mk is supposed to re-randomize and permute the output Lk 1 of
Mk 1 , it instead simulates the a tions of an honest mix-server on the orrupted input L0k 1 . The output list written to the bulletin board by the
simulated mix-server is denoted Lk .
4. Eve then waits until the inner layer has been de rypted, and uses her knowledge of the permutation that relates Lk to L0 , to break priva y of all senders.
We show that the atta k goes undete ted, i.e. the mix-servers de rypt the inner
layer. This implies that the atta k su eeds.
Firstly, onsider the proof of knowledge that Mk produ es during the reen ryption and mixing stage. De ne a0k 1 = (a0 a0;1 ) N
i=2 a0;i , and similarly
for for b0k 1 , 0k 1 , d0k 1 , e0k 1 , and fk0 1 . In step 3 above the simulated honest mix-server outputs proofs of knowledge of the logarithms: logg ak =a0k 1 =
logy bk =b0k 1 , logg k = 0k 1 = logy dk =d0k 1 , and logg ek =e0k 1 = logy fk =fk0 1 . By
0 N a0;i = ak 1 a0 =
onstru tion we have that a0k 1 = (a0 a0;1 ) N
i=2 a0;i = a
i=1
a0
ak 1 , and similarly for bk 1 , k 1 , dk 1 , ek 1 , and fk 1 . This implies that the
proof of knowledge produ ed by Mk is deemed valid by the other mix-servers.
Se ondly, onsider the investigation of invalid inner triples. Tra ing ba k
invalid triples is diÆ ult to Mk , sin e it does not know the re-en ryption exponents and the permutation relating Lk 1 and Lk . We show that there are
no invalid inner triples. Suppose we de ne the sums r = jk=11 N
i=1 rji , s =
k 1
N
k 1
N
j =1
i=1 sji , and t =
j =1
i=1 tji , i.e. we form the sum of all re-en ryption
exponents used by all mix-servers ex ept the last, for the rst se ond and third
El Gamal pairs respe tively. Sin e all mix-servers ex ept Mk are honest, we
have (a0 ; b0 ; 0 ; d0 ; e0 ; f 0 ) = (g r ; y r ; g s ; y s ; g t ; y t ), whi h implies that 01 is a valid
re-en ryption of 1 . Thus Mk does not orrupt any inner triple by simulating
an honest mix-server on the input L0k 1 . Sin e all senders are honest and the set
of inner triples hidden in L0 and L0k 1 are identi al, there are no invalid inner
triples. Thus heating is not dete ted, and robustness is broken.
We on lude that the mix-servers de rypt the inner triples, i.e. the priva y
of all senders is broken.

Q

Q

P P

Q

P P

P P

Why the Atta k is Possible. The third atta k above exploits that the last
mix-server Mk is not for ed to take the output Lk 1 of the next to last mixserver as input. This allows Mk to use a slightly modi ed version of L0 instead,
whi h breaks the priva y of all senders.
3.4 Fourth Atta k: Two Corrupt Mix-Servers
In this se tion we assume that the rst and last mix-servers, M1 and Mk are
orrupted. We give a novel atta k that breaks the priva y of any given sender
Ali e. Let L0 = f i gN
i=1 , where i = [(a0;i ; b0;i ); ( 0;i ; d0;i ); (e0;i ; f0;i )℄. Without
loss we let 1 and 2 be the tuples sent by Ali e and Bob respe tively. Let
 2 ZP nGQ . Eve orrupts M1 and Mk , and they pro eed as follows.
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1. M1 omputes the elements 01 = [(a0;1 ; b0;1 ); ( 0;1 ; d0;1 ); (e0;1 ; f0;1 )℄ and
02 = [( 1 a0;2 ; b0;2); ( 0;2 ; d0;2 ); (e0;2 ; f0;2 )℄, and forms the modi ed list L00 =
f 01 ; 02 ; 3 ; : : : ; N g. Then M1 simulates an honest mix-server on input L00 .
2. Mk simulates an honest mix-server on input Lk 1 , but it does not write the
output Lk of this simulation on the bulletin board. Let Lk = f i gN
i=1 , where
0
=
[(
a
;
b
)
;
(
;
d
)
;
(
e
;
f
)℄.
M
nds
l;
l
2
f
1
;
:
:
:
;
N
g
su h that
i
k;i k;i
k;i k;i
k;i k;i
k
Q
Q
Q
Q
ak;l =  and ak;l0 =  .
Then it omputes the tuples l0 = [( 1 ak;l ; bk;l ); ( k;l ; dk;l ); (ek;l ; fk;l )℄ and
0
0
0
l0 = [(ak;l0 ; bk;l0 ); ( k;l0 ; dk;l0 ); (ek;l0 ; fk;l0 )℄, and writes Lk , where Lk de ned
0
0
0
by Lk = f 1 ; : : : ; l 1 ; l ; l+1 ; : : : ; l0 1 ; l0 ; l0 +1 ; : : : ; N g, on the bulletin
board.
3. The mix-net outputs (m1 ; : : : ; mN ), and Eve on ludes that Ali e sent ml .

0
Sin e all mix-servers ex ept M1 and Mk are honest, there
0 1exists l; l 2 f1; : : : ; N g
r
0
r
and r; r 2 ZQ su h that ak;l = g a0;1 and ak;l0 = g  a0;2 . This implies that
aQk;l =  Q (gr a0;1 )Q =  Q and ak;lQ0 =  Q , sin e Q = 1 for any 2 GQ . We
have  Q 6= 1 6=  Q , sin e the order of  does not divide Q. On the other hand
0
0
we have aQ
k;i = 1 for i 6= l; l , sin e ak;i 2 GQ for i 6= l; l . Thus Eve su essfully
identi es Ali e's ryptotext, if the heating of M1 and Mk is not dete ted.
Clearly, b1 , 1 , d1 , e1 , and f1 are not hanged by repla ing L0 with L00 in step
N
1. Neither is a1 , sin e (a0;1 )( 1 a0;2 ) N
i=3 a0;i = i=1 a0;i = a1 . Similarly, bk ,
0
k , dk , ek , and fk are not hanged by repla ing Lk with Lk in step 2. Neither
N
is ak , sin e ( 1 ak;l )(ak;l0 ) N
i6=l;l0 ak;i =
i=1 ak;i . Similarly as in the se ond
atta k of Se tion 3.3, we on lude that the proofs of knowledge produ ed by M1
and Mk are deemed valid by the other mix-servers. If we assume that Ali e and
Bob are honest, their inner triples are never tra ed ba k, and heating is not
dete ted.
If  =  1 , Eve an only on lude that Ali e sent a message from the set
fml ; ml0 g. This already breaks the priva y of Ali e, but \Bob" may also be
hosen to be some orrupted sender, and Ali e's message identi ed uniquely.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Why the Atta k is Possible. The third atta k above exploits the fa t that a

mix-server Mj never veri es that all elements in its input Lj 1 reside in GQ . This
is used by M1 to \tag" elements in the input list, whi h let them be identi ed
by the last mix-server Mk .
Note that it is very ommon in proto ols to impli itly assume that elements
are in GQ . We believe that several other proto ols are vulnerable to the mali ious
use of elements in ZP nGQ .

4 Further Appli ations and Future Work
The atta ks given in this paper work also if ZP  GQ are repla ed by similarly
related ellipti urves.
The atta ks of se tions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 all exploit the parti ular stru ture of
the proto ol of Golle et al. [10℄. We have found no other proto ol vulnerable to
11

these atta ks. In parti ular the proto ol by Jakobsson [15℄ with similar stru ture,
is not vulnerable to the atta k of Se tion 3.2.
The novel atta k of Se tion 3.4 an be applied to break priva y of \Flash Mix"
by Jakobsson [15℄, and the xed proto ol proposed4 by Mitomo and Kurosawa
[19℄. We sket h how this is done in Appendix A. We are urrently investigating
what other mix-nets are vulnerable to variants of the novel atta k.
As explained within this paper, our atta ks exploit four di erent aws of
the proto ol: the la k of an appropriate proof of knowledge, the use of identi al
keys for the inner and outer system, the possibility for the last mix-server to use
orrupt input in the re-randomization and mixing stage without dete tion, and
the la k of veri ation that elements in the input to a mix-server reside in GQ .
It is not hard to ome up with ountermeasures for our parti ular atta ks.
However, it is not lear that ountering our parti ular atta ks suÆ es to make
the proto ol se ure.
An interesting open question is what other proto ols are vulnerable to atta ks
based on mali ious use of elements in ZP nGQ .

5 Con lusion
We have presented several pra ti al atta ks for the mix-net re ently proposed
by Golle, Zhong, Boneh, Jakobsson, and Juels [10℄, laimed se ure by the authors. In parti ular we have shown that the priva y of any given sender an be
broken without orrupting any mix-server, and that the priva y of all senders
an be broken if the last mix-server is orrupted. Ea h of our atta ks illustrates
a separate weakness of the proto ol.
Furthermore, one of the atta ks is novel and breaks priva y also of the mix-net
by Jakobsson [15℄, in luding the xed proto ol given by Mitomo and Kurosawa
[19℄.
The relatively large number of atta ks for mix-nets, presented here and in
other papers [25, 25, 18, 4, 19℄, suggest that we should be areful with unproven
laims of se urity for mix-nets. Subtle mistakes on details an make a mix-net
ompletely inse ure.
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A Atta k for \Flash Mix"
In this se tion we assume that the reader is familiar with the proto ol by Jakobsson [15℄, and sket h how this proto ol an be broken by a natural adaptation
of the novel atta k of Se tion 3.3.
Computations in this proto ol are performed in a similar group as in Golle
et al. [10℄. Thus let  2 ZP nGQ .
The atta k is employed during the \se ond re-en ryption". The adversary
orrupts the rst and the last mix-servers, M1 and Mk , in the mix- hain. During
the \se ond re-en ryption", M1 \tags" two arbitrary El Gamal pairs in its input
by multiplying their rst omponents with  and  1 respe tively (similarly as
in Se tion 3.3). Then the honest mix-servers perform their re-en ryption and
mixing. When the last mix-server Mk is about to re-en rypt and mix the output
of the previous mix-server Mk 1 , it identi es the \tagged" El Gamal pairs,
removes the \tags" by multiplying the rst omponents by  1 and  respe tively,
and then nally re-en rypts and mix the resulting list honestly.
After the veri ation of the \ rst re-en ryption", this breaks the priva y of
some randomly hosen sender, if the heating goes undete ted. Although the
atta k is weak, it does break priva y.
Cheating is dete ted if one of two things happen; the adversary by han e
hooses a \dummy element" that is later tra ed ba k through the mix- hain, or if
M1 or Mk fails to play its part in the omputation of the \relative permutations"
orre tly. The rst event is very unlikely sin e by onstru tion there are very few
\dummy elements". Sin e the \tags" are removed by Mk , and both M1 and Mk
follow the proto ol honestly ex ept for the use of the tags, they an easily play
their part of the omputation of the \relative permutations" orre tly. Thus the
heating is not dete ted and the priva y of the proto ol is broken.
It is easy to see that the hanges introdu ed by Mitomo and Kurosawa [19℄
do not ounter the above atta k.
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